Decreased expression of the human folate receptor mediates transport-defective methotrexate resistance in KB cells.
The human membrane-associated folate binding protein, or folate receptor (hFR), is a necessary component of folate and methotrexate (MTX) transport in some cell lines. To investigate the role of hFR in acquired MTX resistance in human cells, we characterized nine MTX-resistant clones selected from human nasopharyngeal epidermoid carcinoma (KB) cells (cells which transport folates/anti-folates via the hFR) cultured in media containing low folate concentrations. Compared with wild type KB cells, the level of resistance of the clones ranges from 2- to 80-fold higher and the resistant phenotypes of the clones are characterized as follows. 1) DHFR levels are increased (3-13-fold) in four of nine clones; 2) MTX polyglutamation is not detectably different; 3) the extents of MTX efflux are similar; 4) initial rates of MTX efflux are similar except for two clones which exhibit slightly faster efflux rates (approximately 2-fold); and 5) the Vmax for specific MTX and 5-methyltetrahydrofolate transport are decreased (2-18-fold) in all mutants. The Kt values for MTX transport of each mutant are similar to the Kt of KB cells. These results indicate that all nine MTX-resistant clones exhibit defective MTX transport and that four clones also have increased DHFR levels. Based on folic acid binding assays, the hFR is reduced by 1.8-24-fold in these clones relative to KB cell hFR expression. Western, Northern, and Southern analyses are consistent with decreased hFR expression in these clones rather than mutations, resulting in alterations in the size or ligand binding affinities of the hFR. The decrement in hFR expression correlates closely with the degree of reduction in MTX transport Vmax for each clone. Since folate and MTX influx proceed via hFR in KB cells and in these mutants, the correlation (R2 = 0.90) between hFR expression and the MTX transport Vmax of each clone indicates that hFR expression is an important determinant of acquired MTX resistance in this human tumor cell line. These studies demonstrate that defective transport (manifested by decreased Vmax) resulting from decreased expression of the hFR is frequent in KB cells cultured under these conditions and suggest that modulation of hFR may be relevant to MTX cytotoxicity or resistance in tissues or cells expressing functionally significant levels of hFR.